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ABSTRACT

The 5.0 version of C-PORCA code includes not only integrated pinwise calculations but also
developed data handling as well as renewed refuelling option. All reactor state are
unambiguously identified, the data are grouped into relevant data sets. On the base of
identifiers all data can be stored in any data base form. The refiielHng handling part of the
new code makes possible numerous new operations : assembly rotations, single movement of
assemblies, insertion of fresh absorbers and DPZ-s, fixing of factory numbers. Burned fuels
from previous reactor states can be easily handled and used in any refuelling.

1. Introduction

In the last few years the circumstances determining the NPP Paks refuelling design practice
has changed in several aspects. The most important changes are outlined as follows:

• In the first 12 years of NPP Paks the cores mainly follow 60-degree symmetry,
asymmetric fuel movements were very rare. Due to undesired operational events in
following years the refuelling often contained assembly movement violating the core
symmetry.

• Large number of partially burned fuel from the spent fuel pond has been re-used. These
fuels partly from the batch previously used in Greifswald Unit 5, Germany, and partly the
fuel taken out from Unit 2 Cycle 14, NPP Paks due to the crud effects on fuel assemblies.

• In the nearest future we tend to use developed fuel different from the present one : fuels
with enrichment profile and burnable poison pins. The pin power and pin bumup history
of these kinds of fuel can be more complicated comparing to the predictable history of
present fuel.
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• The local power limits required by fuel supplier have changed. The present peak power
and power ramp limits depend on pin average and pin local burnup.

The old refuelling design system of NPP Paks is clumsy to manage these problems and it was
time to improve its refuelling option and data handling.

2. Old system features

The old refuelling design and core analysis system which is stilt in operation in NPP Paks
meets the requirements of NPP Paks 1st twelve years operation. From the examined point of
view the main features of system are as follows :

• Core burnup state is followed mainly supposing 60 degrees symmetry of core. Core
asymmetries are handled as kind of "perturbations", this case the 360 degrees calculations
has been followed until limited years. The later years of operations will be calculated on
base of 60-degree burnup line. The scheme of calculation is shown on Fig. 1.

• "Standard" refuelling input originally contained only operations using 60 degrees
symmetry. Asymmetric movements as well as spent fuel re-introduction could be
managed only using other options of code. This case the real refuelling movements could
be followed with difficulty even on the base of refuelling input or program output.

• Pin-cell calculations were handled separately in the code-system. First time pin bumups
were neglected and only the suspected (highest power) assemblies were calculated on pin-
cell level. Later the pin burnup was evaluated for selected assemblies for one cycle. Then
we started to determine and store the bumup of all pins. Calculation for pins made
separately from assembly/node-wise level; the pin burnup was stored in separate files. The
pin calculation required separate refuelling. Some movements of "real" refuelling such as
assembly rotations appeared only this level. If one wanted to reconstruct all refuelling
movements during one refuelling on the base of calculations he had to collect information
from standard and non-standard part of node-wise as well as from pinwise calculation.

The state of the refuelling design system is the result .of history reflecting.the operation
history of NPP Paks and the every day state of computer technology used by the refuelling
design staff. Nowadays-the circumstances require essential changes on one side and make
possible these changes on the other - computer - side.
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Fig. 1.

The usual scheme of cycle calculations in the old system
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3. The handling of burnup and history ( B&H) data in the new system

During the refuelling design procedure the most important data are those which identify the
history and features of a fuel assembly, node, fbel pin, etc., called B&H data in the
followings. In our data handling system the B&H data are separated into two groups :
burnup state and arrangement description data. Each data set has specific identifiers and
specific type of data.

3.1. The "Burnup state " data set

Identifiers of data set:

Unit number, Cycle number, Exposure ( FPD), Project name, Subproject name

Content of data set:

A vector describing ( called DV ) the actual content. Element of vector shows : number of
axial layers, core symmetry, are there : isotopes, absorber exposure, SPND emitter exposure,
pinwise burnups in the actual data set.

assembly types, node burnups, isotopes, absorber and SPND emitter exposures, pin bumups
according to the DV status.

The symmetry of "burnup state" can be 60 or 360 degree core symmetry.

Actually each burnup state data set is stored in separate file. The file name is formed
automatically from the data set identifiers, typically : uUcC_E_P_S.bu or .bu3 depending on
core symmetry of the actual data. Here U,C,E,P,S are in accordance with unit, cycle,
exposure, project name, subproject name.

Using identifiers the data can be stored in any kind of data base.



3.2. Vie "Distribution" data set

Identifiers : Unit number, Cycle number, Project name

Content of data set :

• (sector, position) assembly type, age,

• position in previous cycle ( 1-59) , sector in previous "Distribution", sector in previous
"Burnup state",

• previous Unit number, previous Cycle number, previous Exposure , previous Project
name, previous Subproject name,

• assembly identifier ( Factory number )

The symmetry of data set every time full core ( 360 degree).

Actually each "Distribution" state data set is stored in separate file. The file name is formed
automatically from the data set identifiers, typically : uUcC_P.di . Here U,C,P are in
accordance with unit, cycle, project name .

Using identifiers the data can be stored in any kind of data base.

3.3. The connection between data sets and options of calculation

The options of core calculations in are as follows :

• Criticality calculations, xenon-transient, etc.
• Bumup calculation
• Refuelling calculation

The specific options are interacting with the above-defined data sets as follows.

The criticality calculation, etc. are start from a specific "Burnup state" data set, and do not
create any new B&H data.

The burnup calculations are start from a specific "Burnup state" and create new "burnup
states". It may change the Subproject name.

The refuelling calculation starts from a specific distribution" and >rBurnup state" and creates
a new "Distribution" and a new "Burnup state". It may change the cycle number and the
project name.



4. The input of new refuelling option

4. LGeneral data

The general data define the project description, "burnup state" to be refuelled, and all pool
states we want to re-use burned fuel from. Pool "burnup states" means any result of previous
burnup calculation representing fuel already moved to spent fuel pool. All fuels from the
defined pool files can be re-used during the refuelling movement definition.

The "general" parts of input data are as follows :

• Task description (text line )
• Project name
• Input "Burnup state" file, relevant decay time
• Output route
• 1st pool "Burnup state" file, relevant decay time
• 2nd pool "Burnup state" file, relevant decay time
•
• 9th pool "Burnup state" file, relevant decay time

4.2. Symmetric movements

The symmetric refuelling movement defined in the input will be carried out in all sectors not
depending on "Bumup state" symmetry. The form of symmetric movement is:

assembly -> position -» position -»

For example:

1010 -> 26 -» 38 -* 40 -» ; with the usual meaning.

but

-234 -» 26 —» 38 —> 40 ; means : an assembly from 2nd pool state, from position 34
moved to the actual 26 position. ( The rest of line has traditional meaning).
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4.3. Assembly rotating movements

Symmetric assembly rotating can be defined by the input. The form of definition :

Assembly number xx from sector number x to sector 1. For example:

Assembly number 59 from sector number 2 to sector 1.

As a result of this input the assembly N59 is moves from sector 2 to sector 1, from sector 3 to
sector 2,... from sector 1 to sector 6 respectively.

4.4.Single movements

Any single asymmetric movements can be defined by the input. The form of definition is :

(sector) assembly —> sector position -$• sector position —>

Examples:

1001—>• 1 23 -> 2 25 —> ; means a 1001 type of assemblies to sector 1 position 23 ,
etc.

2 -313 -> 1 23 -> 2 25 -» ; means assembly from 3rd pool sector 2 position 13 to
(present core) sector 1 position 23-,-etc.

4.5. The Selection operation

The "burnup state" data sets may have 60 degree (symmetric state) or 360 degree symmetry (
asymmetric state). During the definition the general input data, the starting file and the pool
file can be symmetric or asymmetric at user's pleasure. The cases due to the input file
symmetry are:

• If all input files symmetric and all operation symmetric the result data set will be
symmetric.

• If one of data file is asymmetric or there is any asymmetric operation the result data will
be asymmetric.

There is one way in our refuelling operation the produce symmetric data from asymmetric :
this is the Selection operation. The idea is that after some cycles of an asymmetric operation
the core approaches the symmetrical state. If the remained asymmetry is negligible, we can
chose assemblies - 1 from each symmetry group - from the sectors and continue the
calculation in 60-degree of symmetry. . The input for of "Selection" sub-option is :
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The system makes possible to follow the real history of NPP unit. The possible scheme of
B&H following calculations is shown on Fig. 2.

Fig. 2.

The possible scheme of cycle calculations in the new system
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6. Summary and conclusions

The B&H data and refuelling input handling code actually exists in form of subroutine group
written in FORTRAN 90 language. It became the part of the new C-PORCA 5.0 version but it
can operate as independent computer program as well or easily can be inserted into any other
code.

The combined nodal and pinwise calculation of C-PORCA 5.0 model, the new refuelling
option and B&H handling of this code makes very easy to analyse any pinwise characteristic
of core, to follow pin burnup of each single pin and pin-node even in case of any complicated
refuelling.
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Assembly N 1 from the sector N x.
Assembly N 2 from the sector N y.

Assembly N 59 from the sector N z.

4.6. Other possibilities

There are further options of refuelling input as follows:

• Absorber movements during the refuelling

• Insertion of fresh SPND-s into relevant positions

• Feed of fresh fuel identifier data (factory numbers )

If no fuel identifiers defined the computer code generate them automatically.

All "sub-options" of the refuelling input are optional except the first of them. So the refuelling
input is remained very simple for simple cases, e.g. if only symmetric assembly movements
required. Further "sub-options" should be used in case of necessity, but they make possible to
define any kind of assembly movements. Actually a Windows surface under development
providing opportunity to feed the computer code by all refuelling ( and other ) input.

5. General features of the new system

The most important behaviour of the new data handling system can be summarised as
follows:

All B&H data are handled consistently. The defined data sets contain all data
characterising the given core-state independently from the calculation level : assembly-
wise, node-wise and pin-wise data. _

All data are unambiguously identified. Using any kind of storage, the output data can be
stored and re-searched easily.

The new refuelling input provides the opportunity to define any kind of refuelling.
Symmetric assembly movements, assembly rotations, single movements, absorber and
SPND operations can be handled as well. Insertion of burned fuel from the pool can be
easily defined. For simple cases the input kept its fonner simplicity. The input data as well
as the output data sets may describes any kind of refuelling operation and contains full
description of the refuelling data.
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